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HE CRYPTOLOGIC AOSSCt (CHJFSBKRA1K3X0K8)

X30/50/D0PSEC/AESA-14

K OEW

10' August I9U5

I- History

Shortly after the First World war a speciai Cryptologic
A3eCB7 C~H£?iHlWeilung) Was newly established in the Ministry
of Defense CEeiehswebr) of the Weimar Republic.

reorganisers of this agency were the former First Lt.

"" *“ *“*"* dUrl»8 the «*“ - -as kept in custody there- a Ga^an spy . MASCOT had been a profeosor of ffiat,efflatle£
iB St ‘ P°teM’DU^ aDd ha* obliged to flee from the Soviet
Union in 1920.

™* was later tataa into the Oe* civil service as an
official (Beanrter) and tooh charge of the cryptanalytic group.
HOTOFASCBMY directed the Russian section.

In the beginning only military tests were worfced on, and
" PaS8Sd^ «“* «Pon diplomatic systems. A
special department for the development ofa™ hoys crypto.
Sraphio system N odded at the beginning of the war. - 81noe r
"" “” ”» “”»«>» «— *«£««, .«*».

OAUta «a M>ta»t« ««,, ^" teo*a““ • "•* *•*«-* «•«.-w ..-IT
Mtt M» ™.pMon of miM ^ toto
beiag. .

°f 01,1 *“ «*««»* in . Moot „
Xitt a. of

to IIWto
80-SS. tai

an, ffi. Kar 19ta
«* *« taiUi.s, or «.o„^ (!tatsoto
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Agbeits g^at-nAP) in Fehrbellinerplatz. During BAF attacks on

the night of 21=32 Hovemhe? 1943, tbs offices in Boonsfcrasse and

tho central office on the Tirpitzufer were soapletely burned, The

entire Archive was lost. Sections were saved from Rooostrasee

to a branch office of the Foreign Office in Podbielakiallee in
Dabl©a

f while the stain part of Chi took over the Tourist

Trade Euiidieg (gays dss Freadenverkehra) is PotsdsBorstrasss,

56a. Under these conditions cryptanalysis could be resumed only

after many weeks of settling down. Rone of the offices suffered

additional damage In any of the following attacks of. the Anglo-

Americans. Only on 3 February 1945 were a fw office arsae

damaged or destroyed by bomb hit.

Suddenly on 12 March 1943 came tho order for the immediate

shifting of Chi to Halle on the S&ale. The entire effects of Chi

together with the personnel attached were transported in two

large supply trains to Halle. The first transport took place

on 14 March, the second on the 19th. Chi was housed in the

buildings of the Aray Communications School (Heerea-Racbrlohten-

Sehula) and shortly thereafter resumed its work. With tho ad-

vance of the Allied offensive into central Germany, the position

in Halle also beceioo untenable. Prion on the Chiomsse was chosen

as the new alternate location. On 4 April an advasse section

left for Prien to look after the billets and supplies. Th© re=

mcyal was planned this time also in two parties. The first party,

consisting of the cryptanalytic group and part of the tschnioal

department,, left for Prion in a supply train on 12 April. The

rest of Chi wag to folio;/ in the East few days. But this remnant

was Overtaken by the Allies. Th© supply train with the first

group proceeded on through Falkauhain, Dresden, the Protectorate

3s Bohemia^ Lins, amd Sslzthal to .Salzburg. Due to the bombing

6
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there, th© train could proceed no further. Arrival its Werfen

was on 27 April. On the. following day an advance guard was sent

to Prien in order to make coataet with the advance guard from

Haile. At the beginning of May the Americans entered Werfon.

A short time previously,, all classified material of Chi in Worfsn

had been burned . The train with the personnel remained under

American guard in Werfen until 28 May and was then taken to

Rosenheim in Bavaria.

Hothing further is towns with regard to the fate of the

various out-stations of Shi.

II. Functions

Only the functions of Chi in the late years of the war

will he mentioned here.

These functions fell into four sain groups;

1. Practical cryptanalysis

2 . Combatting of agents

3. Development of keys for the Wehrggght

I“t®ro®ptiOD Allied and neutral transmitters and nows©gencies.

Re_ls When Chi began, the cryptographic systems :,of foreign armies

particularly were cryptaaalyzcd . When war broke out, this work

vras taken over by tb® Signal Communication Branch of tbs Chief of

Amy Shipment and Commander of the Replacement Army (Racbriahten-

^iebs^lungjesjhe^ger Heeresrilstuag und BefehishaW ^
l£|at|heer^ - SBA/Sh d BBst und BdE) . After this only diplomats
systems of the various countries were worked on by Chi.

jte_2s Combatting of sassy agents and of the Maquis was carried

out in agreement with the Signal Coaasunioation Bratteh of the Army

High Command ChBA/OEE] and tb® head of tb© Protective Guard of the

national Socialist Party, Sens®,!! Security Main Officr© (Beiehsfiteeg

SS^g^^’el/^aietogietogheitshauotaffit »= EFSS-HSIA) . Here the

7
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instructions of the exiled governmante to theis? agents in the

combat area of the homeland wor© decrypted and read.

-—. I s development of German keys and cryptographic systems

kept pace with, the cryptanalytio successes with the systems of

foreign countries. Share was also a development of cryptographic

systems on a purely analytic-mathematical ’oasis.

The intercepted reports of foreign scsnasnieationB news

agencies were to serve essentially as aids to cryptanalysis.

The results of decryption were forwarded in the so-called

¥5Ps CggglgBaUche hashriohten-Seliahle Information) to the

chiefs of the separate components of the Wehraacht ^Arn^, fevy,

Ai^
f ohe General Staff, the ESHA, and when necessary to other

Goveramsat offices for information ana orientation. Chi achieved

many very valuable results during the ©ours© of the war. The

practical evaluation of these results,, however, was almost always

lacking. The reason for this lay iQ th® disputes concerning pro-

per spheres of competency among the various government offices

which were engaged in cryptanalysis and also in the planned

sabotage of the evaluation by the personnel of tha Archive.

HI. Organization

Until January 19I15 Chi l,s chain of command was, from an

•organizational standpoint, as follows; Chi was under the Armed

Forces Communication Group (Aatsgrupp© Uehraffiohtnachriohten

VorMndra^n-A^Wmr) . The Asfim was directly subordinate to

tha Commander of the Sigoal Troops (gpanandeur dor gaCifftOhtSE-

taruppsn).

Until SO July I9kk the Commander of the Signal Troops was

General FELLGIEBEL while Generalleuteant 533SIS (formerly German

Military Attache in Washington) was th® Chief of Ag/HETT, After

20 July FEUSIEBSL was replaced by mCEUt. But as Geaeratleutant

8 '
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raiEHa was involved in the assassination attempt, he was removed

and
, like his predecessor, general mjjSEEBSL^ was liquidated fey

the Hasis. general PEACH thereupon became the Chief of the Signal

Troops, and Qeneralleutnant SBSffiEB became the Chief of Agfmr.

The Bead of Chi at the beginning of the war was Major , later

who was succeeded in 1943 by Oberat Hans

KETKER. Obergt KETKEB remained the Bead of Chi until l April 4?.

His successor, however, hardly made an appearance. The Head of Chi

was entrusted with the direction of all official matters pertaining

te th@ Agency. All reports went through him. He was not, however,

responsible for the discipline of the officers, officials, soldiers,

or employees assigned. The Agency was divided into several Groups.

These Groups were as follows?

Group Is Major MBSTIG. Identification and registry of all
foreign stations m3 traffic.

Group IT $ Obit. SSI5SRT . Combatting agents

.

Group Ills ObgtH.KAEffiJEB. Interception ©f foreign trails

=

matters and agencies. >

Group 17; Min. Bat JH29HER. Practical cryptanalysis of
various countries.

Group X* Ofeo^Ut.von EADGESTEIk. Schematic presentation of
the decrypted reports and the forwarding to the
government offices.

Group Zs Hpfem. CETTRITZ, later Major LOBS?. Personnel
questions and paymaster.

In January 1945 this organization was altered . . The work re=

maiaed th® earns while the designations of the groups and 'the sections

were different. But the new organization could not sorreetly ad-

just itself. Among theaeijlyes, the parsonael of Chi retained

their old designations.

The 1945 plan was somewhat as follows;

Main Group A, Major MESTJS, Group Is Hptm. G80TZ (replaced
METTHJ)

" Us Obit. SEIEEHT
" ni! OfSstlt. KAEHH3?

175 SSsTWaM HPETTBiTC’A'ng

Idevelopsaent of German
cryptographic systems)

9
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Main Group B, Min. Eat FiiMSB
, " V; Min- Sat Vhsi'iELAHj)

(iJecrypfeent of various
countries)

71: 1
" 7112 Ohearatlt. von KALCZSTEm

The most important of all groups "by far was Group IF (or 7

according to the reorganisation) under Mia. Sat BSSKEB. in it

was a@eampXiaHsa .tlie principal work of cryptanalysis and decryption.

Group 17 (7) was further organized into separate sections,

which were numbered and which, for the most part, worked on different

countries. Material received and not yet successfully analyzed

was sent through the Registry to the various section heads, who

then gave it to the individuals in charge of the cryptanalysis.

The Sections of Group m The Sections hero are named according

to their heads, since the actual numerical designations are not

remembered

.

Ober Beg.Bat B0BEH-~=0SA, Great Britain, British Empire.

ODer Beg.Bat IffiLLER—-Franee (Vichy am Da Gaulle), Switzerland.

. -flag, FG70PASCHEHHY—JjSSR

,

Ober Bag.Bat RflB‘ST.—-Xtal>v (Royalist and Fascist)

.

Beg.Bat KXE5SR-=--Spain „ Portugal, South America.

Beg,Bat IOCBER-.^.Turkey„ Iran.

Min .Rat-- SEH®OT.=.£reece, Yaticats.

Beg .Rat ROTTER.-.Bulgaria.

Ma^og ISNSOEAtl.—Reuasania.
'

Obit . iUI£R~-Japan, China.

he.B . HEHTO—.Polattd
, French Maquis. i

Reg.Bat VHSVEBIHGK-«Swedon , Horway„ Denmark.

Min.Bat WEBBLASl>=-»Yug6slavia
!) Croatia.

Wo. SGHAISSL---Archive

.

10
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Aftey tile total destruction of tits Archive on S2 Eovember

19^3 p it was restored on 2.4 February 1944. it was directly under

the head of Group IF, Min. Hat KEEKER. As a certain similarity

in purpose arose in Group 2, under Ofeerstlt. von KALCKSKBOT, it

was transferred in October 1944 to Group X. After the reorgani-

sation it was designated VII b. The plan was to. have the Archive

directly under the Head of Chi as Special Section S.

gross-connections with Other Government Offices

OKW/Cki was not the only cryptanaiytie agency in Germany.

The Foreign Office also had at its disposal a large amount

of cryptanalytic paraphernalia. The director was Ges. PASCHEE,

The had an excellent department for decryption. The

ESHA also directed a large part of the active espionage in other

countries. The Head of this department in the ISHA was SS=

Brigadeffihrea? SGBEIIFSBEEG.

The gHg£frjjBSpagfc of the Air Fores had subordinated to

it the decryption of the systems of the Allied Air Forces.

CKM/iv SSL worked on naval systems. The Signal Communication

Branch of the Army High Command (HAB/OKH} decrypted the foreign

military documents (particularly Army and operations) . Gl©se

connections among all these officers was maintained by the

assigned liaison officers .

Interchange of coamamications Tilth the Foreign Office

remained proportionately email

.

With BSHA, on the other hand, there was a far-reaching

co-operation. Hot only were valuable reports forwarded from

Chi to ISHA, but similar reports ware received by Ohi from

ISHA. ISHA had in particular an excellent out-atation in

Budapest which was able to obtain the most valuable material

by all sorts of methods (aorruption, ©Ktasrtion, etc.).

11
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The remaining Government offices worked more or less

independently.

XT. Method of Work

1. Source Material s The material for Chi was obtained

from various sources.

The main sources were the telegrams of the different Fixed

fiadio Intercept Stations (Feste BactoichtenaufklSrunastellen-

SHAST). Such intercept stations were scattered throughout

Europe. Among the best known were LBrrach, Miinstsr, Lauf,

Montpellier, Treuenbrietsan, Husua, Brussels, etc. All foreign

telegrams were intercepted in these intercept stations. When-

ever possible the decryption was carried out on the spot. Other-

wise, the telegrams wore forwarded to Berlin to the cryptanalytic

office concerned.

The reports of the military attaches ware a further source

of information for Chi. These, however, wore for the most part

in plain text and ware only of use as assisfsane© for cryptanalysis.

Agents often rendered great service to: Chi. Telegrams were

either stolen at the various embassies and agencies, or the per-

tinent cod© of a foreign power was made available to Germany.

Group HI of Chi looked after the efficient orientation of Chi

by copying almost completely all official radio transmissions

and news agency reports.

And iically, rich material was assembled through the cross-

cgnnsotions with, other Government offices and with those

Governments who were friendly to or allied to Germany.

8 . Group I (old system]

«

' * 1 ir^r I

Group I (Major NECT3SJ worked on the line sets of foreign

countries, that is to say, they noted the radio-telegraphic

seassunications of the different governments with their foreign

TOP SECRET
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representatives. In this work, which was carried out according

to diagrams and by card index, the folloaing data wero noted

j

point of origin and receiving station, frequency, call number

aad type of oystam usaa. With the help of the fixed call

numbers and the frequency, the telegram eeuld fcs iasaediately

forwarded to the proper seotion of Group Vf for decryption.

Group I also had connections with the various fixed radio

intersept stations.

Group IX; Obit. SEIFEET together with the Signal GoaaHunioation

Branoh of the Aray High Canunand was responsible for the com-

batting of enemy agents. She work of this group comprised an

aotive and a passive role. On the active side, enemy, agents

were discovered by means of agents provocateurs and then executed

The passive side consisted of the evaluation or decryption of

(intercepted) enemy agent reports. Group II very seldom made

an appearance. Moreover,, it was disbursed into countiess-

out-atations . Ob© ©f the headquarters of this group was

located in Prague, where it watched over the Czech nationalists.

SE22EJH 5 Tho tbira group had its offices in FehrbeUinerplats

.

Here, with the latest technical advances, such as the magneto-

phone, th© reports of the various broadcasting stations and the

aosBEuniques of the large news agencies wsr© received, evaluated,

and deposited each day by a large number of trail-trained per-

sonasl ia the so-called Chi-Heports (ghi-Kaohrichtan) . These

Chi-Boports contained about 50 typewritten pages of all the

important reports of military, political, and economic life.

A brief press review was also added. These Chi-Beports were

TOP SECRET. Only the Head of Obi, the Head of Group X, von

EAihKBTEDT, and the Head of the Archive received them. Further

dissemination of the reports or of single items was forbidden

13
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under pain of death. In spite of thin, the content, of most was

knsssis to practically the entire Agency. This can he attributed

to the well-organized spreading by word of mouth by members of

Group III.

Groug_IT: Group IV under Min. Bat BERBER, the founder of Chi,'

formed the core of Chi. Here the work of other groups, which

were more or less only preparatory work for cryptanalysis, was

brought to completion, in this group also was the most in-

tellectually 'worthwhile material.

The daily in-coming material went through the Central

Registry to Registry IT whence it <aw forwarded to the different

section heads. Work of decryption then began in the sections.

Son® of the specialists were appointed for removing additives.

The actual dessyptaient then took place with the help of code

books. These were either worked out in laborious detail or had

by seme chance fallen into German hands either in part or whole.

Upon completion of the decryption, the telegrams, or as they

were now called, the "Wa“ were placed before the section head.

It ms then his task to decide whether a VH was important

enough to be forwarded to other offices . If so, it was sent

back to Registry IV where it was given a number and logged.

After this, all to°q weutto the Archive. A political evaluation

was made there and the material was carded. The Archive then

gave the VH to various Government and Webrmaeht offices through
Group X. = -

The following report can bs made on the work of the various

sections

.

Ober Reg. Rat ROHE? — USA, Great Britain. Ireland, British Empire

:

The Section was composed of a large number of persons who were

of only average ability. The results were correspondingly only

average . .

14
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The reports of the Americans were for the most part reports

on public opinion in the various countries. Chi was best informed

as to the opinion of the American Ambassador in Switzerland,

HAHRXSOK . The instructions of the USA for the policy toward

France and EE ffAULXS were also known. In thorn was constantly

expressed the deep mistrust of tha Americans as to the re-

©stabliehment of France, as well as th© personal aversion of

ROQSEVEKT to BE G-AuIXK . The USA, moreover, was making efforts

to infiltrate France by means of ©couoEiie agents and to annex

its economic sphere. In addition, the telegrams of the State

Department were concerned with th® situation' sin the Mediterranean

ana the policy of the U3A in th© Near East.

Almost none of the English systems was decrypted. Only a

few of .the older ones were read. These were used only for traffic

between England and the various colonies.- They were for the most

part telegrams dealing with economic matters.

Ober Beg. Eat MUBLEB—-Franco, Switzerland !

This section had a few good minds which obtained some very

worthwhile results.

The decrypted French telegrams were of great importance to

th® German Wehrm&oht . Particularly so were th® reports of th©

French representative in Moscow. Since not a eiagl© Russian

system was decrypted, attention was given to the foreign repre-

sentatives in Moscow. The French representative there was con-

stantly forwarding his GoTOrnmeBt very good information regarding

the policy of i>h@ USSR and th© situation in Poland . Germany was

kept well informed of the situation in Chunking, Chiaa by the

Frenoh Ambassador there.. Faluable reports also earns from other

capitals through decryption. This was particularly true for

15
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Algiers ana later Paris. Prance had good diplomatic material at

its disposal in every case, 5?h® telegrams of Swiss representatives

were sometimes very interesting. OKW was thus informed by the re-

ports of the Srrise Ambassador in Helsinki of the peas© moves in

Finland on the part of the Allies. Other good reports were sent

hy the Swiss Ambassador in Budapest concerning the peace intentions,

of E0KET? and by the Ambassador in ToJcio on the military-peli-tiesl

situation.

Angst „ HOVOPASCHiaiirY HuBsla i

Ehe Hessian Section wasunable to show any success whatsoever,, The

systems of the USSR proved to b® completely secure against cryptanalysis

gber Beg. Bat RAgF2te-.~Italy:

Ths Italian telegrams were of only minor significance,

particularly in the last two yearns of war.

RgfkJgat E3SBSB—=Spaia, Portugal, South America ;

Reg. Rat K3EFSR likewise had fairly good porsoHEsl at his

disposal, so that the results obtained by him;:', wsr® also suits

good.

Hon© of the Spaaish systems could ba read

.

Portugal had a, very good representative in Japan who con-

stantly sesrt his government excellent information concerning

the situation there. Tim Ambassador in Berlin furnished good

intelligence to CSi regarding matters:; within Germany.

Of the South Americas! countries, special mention should be

made of Brazil. Through the representatives of this cauntry,

Berlin had accurate information on all matters pertaining to

South America sad in particular to the policy of the DBA in

these countries . The Mesi.eaa Ambassador in Moscow ma literrise

a good source of infermfetion on the Uses.

16
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Beg. Bat LOSSES——Turkey ;

The Turkish systems
.
were completely solved by the Germane

so that every telegram in Berlin as well as is Ankara was read

.

Thus the Turkish representatives abroad and the Turkish Foreign

Ministry bee tens the best source of information for th© Siazis.

Since Turkey possesses very good diplomats,, thair reports ware

correspondingly valuable. Germany was by this means for the

most part kept informed of the intentions aad policy of the

United Rations . in the esiE® way BOOSEVEXT'g program for lalta

known in advance in Berlin. The internal condition of

France and the attitude toward Franc© of the various govern-

ments were constantly reported correctly by Turkey. All the

negotiations of Turkey with the Allies regarding Turkey's en-

trance into the war and later regarding the discontinuance of

erpor^ing chromium to Germany war© kncvc . xt is impossible to

over-emptiesigs the advantage the Bails received from their

knowledge of the Turkish systems . The decrypted telegrams were

also of recent date and had not become ©Xd or passe in '*ry way.

Min. Rat -CiL 3c-,>o ,,, Vatic^1 8

Most of ithe ®re®k systems wsr® also read. Thee® telegrams

dealt largely with the relation of the various great powers to

the Greek problem, the attitude of the USSR to the border

questions, tbs Oardanslles, etc. The Vatican telegrams were

read only with groat difficulty. They seldom contained matters

of great political interest but dealt mostly with social or

cultural matters.

Bog. Bat BOTTEB—-Bulgaria : _ .

The Bulgarian telegrams from Moscow forate, with the Turkish,

th® test lme®n source for knowledge of Bussian policy. Ths

Kussiao Ccamissar for External Affairs was very cossmisativ® to

IT
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tb© Bulgarian repreosntativo regarding the postwar treatment of

tbs Balkan states and the objectives which the BBSS would pursue

there. In this way Germany was stsadily in possession of current

information regarding the plan for .a Balkan Federation and the

Macedonian problem.

Major EESSCSAU—^Rounsanla :

This Section consisted of only three persons and, as a

result, was unable to report any significant results. The reports

from Berlin on coed ititans in Germany were the only matters of

interest.

Obit. ABLSR-°-Japan, China '.

The few Japanese diplomats who ware still abroad were very

active. This applied especially to the representatives in Dublin

and Stockholm. Every week from Dublin accurate reports were

sent out to Japan regarding living conditions ana the interior

political situation of Groat Britain. There were in addition

detailed production statistics of war industries. Stockholm

reported eondtiems on the rest of the continent, while the r©p»

rasentativ® in Ankara watched the Baer East and Middle Orient,

with particular regard to condition® in India.

be. B- BElr;B-.---Poland ;

This was on© of the best sections in OHW. With a fairly

larg® ssumbor of personnel, there were throughout it excellent

minds which were drawn upon by the section head for the most

difficult tasks.

Th© decrypted telegrasss were hOBserned, on the one hand,

with ths Poliah-USSR situation and, on the other hand, with

intelligence for the French Maguis. OSW was ttmn ©uswantly

informed of the various phases of proceedings between ths Allies

and Poland on ths one hand, and of Poland and ths USSR ca ths

18
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other by means of the reports of the Polish Goveraest to its

Warsaw outpost. Th©, Covaroffisnt proposala
s
last "A" and "B"

to STALE? on th© Russian-.Polish situation wars also known word

for wore! in Berlin. Good information on the differences bs-

trsenith© Allies and the CSSS regarding tho Polish problem cams

almost exclusively from this source.

Report, has already been mad© with regard to the activity

of tilt© section in combatting the French Maquis.

Beg. Rat HE?EBlHCg-«-SeandlEa?ia ;

Results almost zero.

Min. Bat WKEOLAHB-—Croatia, Yugoslavia;

The tslegraKs displayed only the strong opposition within

the Yugoslav groups . On th© other hand t the reports from Moscow

were often worthwhile.

Wa. SCBAEBSL---Archive :

The Archive had the first political ©valuation ©f all the

reports from Chi. Her© the reports wore kept aad card-indexed.

The Archive was in contact with the various government offiess

fox* which they provided information. The hsad of the Arshiva

was obliged to furnish the CMof of Ag/ifflV with a situation

report several times a weak, and he also directed the wsafcly

orientation of ths section beads. The IShk material was shifted

to Lauf in February 19%5.- Tho material for, the remainder of tbs

year 1945 was taken to Hall® and from there by train to W©rfen-

Whather soma of this still ©slats is not Jaassn. There h**- al-

ready been a report eoneermieg the activity of th© Archisr©

.

Beg. Bat HGEnSSSHAJH and Me Section belocgad to ©roup TV until

tbs reorganisation of Chi . AftersaeM h© forasad his wm ®roupj,

i.e. Group XF, ©Boarding to th© e©w system. His Ssetion was

employed in tho davalopsssfe and testing ©f aryptographie eyatesss
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for tho German Wehrmaekt. The Section was divided into a

technical and an aaalytitol-mtheffiiatieal sub-section. By means

of modern machines the resistance of a system to be employed

was tested and the probabilities of its being solved ascertained

.

Tb© mathematicians were only assigned for setting up the keys.

Toward the end, due to the lack of issacs of eoiasimieationa

with the Wehrmacht
,
only the so-called emergency keys were issued.

Group X ; OtHStlt . voa KfflsOKSEEIH had under his direction the

.

working out of the H's sad their transmittal to the other

offices. The Section worked according to out-moded mstileds

ana was able to report almost nothing useful. With the re-

organization of the Archive s
the practically illusory work

of Group X tod to be retained for reasons of insser prestige

»

In order to avoid frietiouj the Archive with Wa. SCHAEISSk was

placed under Group X as an independent Section.

Group Z: Until May^ l$ih the head of this Group was Ept . Xxh.

von CETTRITZ, an SS-ffuhrsr . The new group head was Major

HUBER f,
likewise a fanatical ilazi.

Group Z worked on all personnel matters pertaining to the

soldiers and civil eerrtce employees. Transfers to tho froat5

new appointments „
political aupsriatendeoe® , and classification

as to service ocEprieed th® principal sphere of work of this

Group. Most -of the Hazie were located here.

V. Personnel

The personnel of Chi was about 80$ antagonist!® to the

Hasis. SiEse tha majority of tho meates tors faailisr with

conditions abroad „ and -tore able daily to h®a# true reports of

conditions, ete., they absorbed only a small part of the Eazl

propaganda. Thors wsk® 15^0 perseaa in all employed in Chi.
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Th»3s were divided somewhat as follows: '

Group I kO
" II 100
" m hOO

IV 500=600
" X 10
" z so

Officers or officials of officer rank were appointed as beads ©f

tlie sections and groups. About half of the Esmbors of tho sec-

tions ware soldiers and non-oocaaiEsicncd officers and the other

half civil service employees,, both mall® and female. As the political

position of the riMsbers of the military was known;, they wer©

almost never promoted. 5hus s in the final years, not a single

soldier was promoted to officer 9 and yet those soldiers carried

out a service which in other amiss would have been done only

by staff officers.

Froia the administrative and disciplinary etandpointj the
1

eolfers wore under the First Detachment Company of Staff Head-

quarters of OKU (1. Soffiffiandlegten-Scaipanlo Stabsqu-QB,r ;i . In

February 19^5 & special operations ©crapaoy of Ag/®v/Shi was

forrnS which was t® malic easier the work ©f sseafeers of Chi s

but the actual result was just the opposite. By such a degree

ef militarism the final interest in the natter was destroyed.

Male personnel was recruited almost entirely frean latere

and from professors of philology or aathsEsaties together with

a few trades people. In 1938 a few officials were takes over

fim .the Cryptologic Bureau of tbs Austrian Goverrwot.

Even among tb© heads of the groups and tb® sectios® a

Has! was searely to found. The astir® agency was oossidorod

as being Desolately unfriendly to the GoverEsasnt aod was for

this reason oorrespesdiBjsly watshad. Withim Chi Group Z with

Major X,GHSB looked attar this.
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A brie? charaeterizatien of the moat prominent Chi people:

Obers

t

XE1TLEF.
,
EMaf of CM, a trooper by nature and a macs who

ms not sympathetic to' the Basis. A number of times he had

protested Chi members who had been denounced to the Gestapo.

He ms beloved by all.

Major MKESBJ, aiXitarist
s
but not particularly Iiazi. Bus to

his oaprioiousness, he was not well liked.

Min . Bat FEHHERj, head of Group IT. IEMER is one of the two

founders. He was the keenest anti-Bazi in all of Chi. He

mads no secret of his conviction. In his workroom actual in-

sults against the Bazis could be heard before anyone,, ES5HEB

was also an intimate friend of General TBXXGIKBSL. At the

very end
s
his position was so shaken that his arrest was ex-

pected .almost daily. EEBKER preferred to accept In his group

people with known anti-Bazi sentiments. On the other hand,

he was an inveterate admirer of Prussian militarism. He was

a thoroughly outstanding character who enjoyed the greatest

friendship of all the people in Chi.

Min. Bat WEBSLABD who later feeoain© tli9 head of the cryptanalysis

of foreign countries was also a sharp opponent of the Basis and

the military but was net sufficiently energetic to ba able to

affect conditions. Tory well liked.

Min . Bat SEflSEBI! had been formerly in the "Ballhaus” j/th©

location of the Austrian Cryptologic BuraauJ in Vienna. Ho

was also a fanatical opponent of the Baals. He was considered

a remarkable specialist for the breaking of codes.

Oboretlt . vea KALC323fEXB
s
head of Group X.. was sus outstanding

character,, a truly unselfish nobleman. He was also sra opponent

of Raaisa although ha did act openly declare himself.

Major X0BI£3„ head of ©roup Z„ was the eele Hsxi aaeng the group
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heads of CM. As might often be heard, he had been appointed

as the confidential maa of the SD in Chi. He was detested by

everyone for hie crafty end cowardly manner . When the agenoj

was removed to Hall©, hs remained bahicd in Berlin.

All the remaining section heads, with the exception of

Beg. Bat BOOTS, were opponents of national Socialism.

Because of th© strong watch kept, any action against the

Cermaa war machine was almost impossible. A few attempts were

soon disclosed and punished by most severe penalties. 0®ly in

two of th® sections was planned sabotage sueeessful.

Personnel of Qhi worked f-ir the most part in complete

aesord with those over them. ®Ms was based ©a the following

cirauEsstsEcaBS first of all, the careful superintendence and

secondly, the threat of th© front . Every man who was cot ab-

solutely indispesaable (draft deferred) was xmasdlately sent

to th© front. Hob© of the so anti-Hasi and anti-saHitary men.

appointed wished to be exposed to this danger. Toward the end

of tbs war, tbs personnel was united into an alstsa «sit for the

defense of the block of buildlags on Beodlerstrasae. But before

this plan could be carried out, Shi was moved t© Halle.
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VXi List of Baarypted System

Th® underlined capital of the various countries indisates the

center whioh exchanged cryptographic traffic with its foreiga rep-

resentatives (all stases directly following the capital). The

lias marked with an asterisk represents traffic direotly ex-

changed teterasE the foreign representatives themselves.

Buenos Airsa-juiehon4togicc-I.iiaa-Waehicgtoc

.

I^opoldvllle-Algiers-Bondon-Washington

.

Bio de Jasrairo-ATtaleraCParis) °Ahkara-Athena-
SishoE^SadriOiaahington-Vatican .Maxi00=Liaia-
Quito-Bem-Boa®=StockhoIk .

Sofia-Berlin-Bois©-Zagreb~Budap9St-J!o3Cow--Vio;by=
SSEira-Bern~Lieben-Buchsrest-Bratialava=Stcakho!ja

.

Santiago-RioWashliagton-liiea.jiesicoWadffid »

Ankara-Fat ican-Paris

.

ChuRgki'ag^Antera-Ha’TOl-ParisWashington

.

Quito-Lima-LiebonWashington-Bio de Janeiro.

Algiers?Parle) -Ankara-Athens-Madrid Washington-
Bem-C'm2Egl£i£ig44os«ow..Bra2ga^illo-*Rio-Buecoa
Aiyea-CaireWsaioo-Stoekholss. ^Brazzaville-
Daiar-Chungking-MoeoowWicby=B®rlin«®ustarast—
Sofia-Washington-Htekio-Bora

.

Caie-oCftthaBa) -Longos-PeriaWasMngtsnWosoew-
EeEBe-BarciETsbco-Ankara

.

Londea-PretoriaWarw Belhi=West Point-?erusaleto-
Jmsetosn^Bold Ccast-JaEaiea-Qttewa-Jfairobi-

Brass

Ireland s DuhllaWatiean^Tokio

.

Italy;

MilamM
Japan: T^^-B©yliis-Ankara-]>^liE)=Sto®khjolia-aii©ha^eBt^

SuSapest-HKebuil , „

Fugoslavias BoadeojGateo) -Parle-Mos saw-Athaias-Anhura-Boyrt

.

wasMngtCB. «Bern4Jes®va.

m ^stfiig'-rrfv-g-isia ;

™

Argenticas

Belgium;

Brazil 8

Bulgaria;

Chil®:

China

;

Ecuador;

France:

Greases

Grsat Britain;
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Mexico! Mcxico-Paris-ESoscow-TiaBhlngtori-Id ghnn-Idmn-
Rio-Buenos Aires-.London.

Poland; London- A'aTBaw-Jeruaaisni-Calrr.-T ef.an'nnl -Smrf-.h

America-C-ronoble-Paris-Tehsran. ®Cairo-
Jerusalsni Tsharan-Cairo.

Portugal: Ldsbon-Ankara-Berlin-Tokio-Washington-
Bucharest-Bsrn-Rio-Buenos Airas-Vatican"
Stockholm-Hclsinkl-Paria-Vichy-Madrid-
Budapest.

Romania: Bucharggt-Bern-Berlin-Budapeat-Helsinki-
Ankara-Tckio-Vichy-Zagreb.

Turkey: Ankara with all its foraign representatives.

Uruguay: Kontevideo-Kexico-Paris-Ilio-yraahi nrhon.

Vatican: Vatisan-Bsm-Eerlin-Budapast-ffashin^ton"
Bucharest-Lisbon- Rio-Buenos Aires-Bratialava.

Venezuela: Caracas-Washington-Rio

,

United States: Kashi^rton-Algiers(Pario)-Vichy-Bern-Ankara-
Athens-Btockholm-Dshidda-Bombay-Moacos-
Beirut-Rome-Capa Town-Helainkl--Kaw Delhi-
Llabon-Madrid-Rio-Iiezico-Santiago-London-
Cairo-Bamascus-Leopoldville, *San Sebastian-
Madridj Barcelona-ifedridj Bern-Zurich.

Data pertaining to the systems are pertinent only from the

beginning of 1944 to the and of the »ar„
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10 Eovember 1945

memorandum
OH THE SECRET DIPLOMACY OF 1944/1945

A. Oonmnnta

All information cams from the Cryptologic Agency of the Araea

Forces Ccammication Group, Armed Forces High Command {OKW/AgOTr/

Chi) . The informalio» concerns telegrams of the most varied Allied

and neutral governments. The telegrams are for the most part from

th® individual foreign ministries to their representatives abroad

or vice versa. The material here assembled covers almost without

exception the period between February 1944 and April 194? . There

is very little information concerning Germany, as this did not

belong to Chi’s sphere of activity. Only such references ar©

contained as came to Chi indirectly by way of other countries.

B. Policies of Various Countries

1. Abyssinia? Abyssinia was continually seating to free

itself from the earlier dominating influence of FVance. Efforts
'

war©also made by Abyssinia to decrease the influence of England,

by which it had been conquered. Thus after negotiations which lasted

for months, an 'agreement was reached at the beginning of December wifch

Great Britain with respect to the retirement of English .troops and

the ;f(i’estahiishment of Abyssinian command.

On the other side, an increasing dependence upon the USA is

apparent. The latter has won considerable influence in the field of

economics. Th© Kiddle East Trade Coaaaission of the USA gave a con~

sidarable amount of attention to Abyssinia. Tfcsa agreements have been

reach®? for a larger supplying of trusts and other means of fcraBspor-

tation and shipments have already been made. The influence of the

Soviet Union, in spite of original misgivings, has remained small.
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g, Egypt : Efforts here have also bean Bade to eliminate to a

greater degree tie influence of Great Britain.

The USA. Trade Commission for the Middle East has By its activity

determined the economics of Egypt. It has drawn almost all the

Business connections of Egypt to itself and thereby secured the Egyp-

tian market for the USA. Here also the granting to Egypt of a great

deal of surplus American war material secured the new economic ties.

Ths USA also took an active interest in the domestic problems of Egypt.

A tendency was shown by the USA tp; '.support the demands of the Arab

nationals against England. This was apparent in the parley of ROOSEVELT

with King PAROUS in Hovembsr 19^3*

But Egypt was primarily the driving force for the formation

of the Arab League . The negotiations between King FAROUK and

IBU SAW) led to the removal of the mutual distrust. Both kings,

of course, originally were afraid that the other would aspire to

leadership in the League. (Subsequently, unification with the other

Arab countries eo took place. The question of leadership was kspt

in the background. The first essential was the actual and com-

plete independence of all Arab countries from European or other

foreign influences. This resolution was naturally directed chiefly

against Great Britain and Prance. England was to be forced to

surrender, her position of control in Egypt and ths Red Sea.

The most important question, however, in this connection is ths

matter of Palestine. On this point the members of the League

agreed upon a strict opposition to the Jewish immigration policy

The proposals suggested by the Emir of Transjordan were rejected

by the other mashers. The position of Great Britain in the Anglo-

Egyptian Sudan was also discussed bixt a decision was postponed. As

far. as Prance is concerned, the League demanded the complot© in-

dependence of Syria and Bohannon and the removal of all epseial
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troops froxa tfoos© areas. Th© Jaeiabars of* th© Leagus ar© very

suspicious of General BE^IST, Today, at any rate, Egypt is the

leadios power in the League end also the driving component in

all matters incoming the Ifear and Middle East. Siag EhBODK hisnself

Is developing great Initiative in his policy and shows himself to

he little swayed by foreign influences

.

3 • Albania : The attempts to form a government of its own

have had but little succea . Albania has been the bone o? conten-

tion between the 'emissaries of TITO and the Greeks . At the time

when information was coming In, there were frequently reported per-

secutions of religious minorities in Albania This was doubtlessly

organized by foreign countries so that by the goading of roligioue

feeling they might have a pretext for the annexation of all or a

part of Albania. Great Britain could not decide upon the recog-

nition of the Provisional Government of Albania (Fsb 45).

4. Argentina : In the foreground of political events stands

the hostility between Argentina and the USA. Although th© reason

given for this hostility would no doubt be the too friendly relations

of Argentina with the Azis countries, there were in the baekgrcund

significant economic problems
,

which the US was attempting to solve

by political pressure on the Argentine Government.
In this case it was a zaatter of supplying Argentine meat and grain

to the US Army. The USA demanded a considerable lowering of prices.

The USA had also demanded a blockade and, if possible, the seizure of

Gorman capital . The Argentine Government niether wished nor was

able to do this since the economy of the country depended too much

upon th® German banks (Banco Transatlantico, Banco Gsraaniao, Baaeo

del America do! Sud, etc.). It was only when the boycott by the Americans

had wrought greater economic damage then ihs freezing of the German

holdings could oaues that th© Goveraasat of Argentina yielded.

S3
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Tas DBA also mads felaias on the Argentine railroads and even demanded

a larger share of the stocks for American firms with a sumultaneous

reduction in Gorman holdings. The differences were finally settled

at the Conference In Mexico City and there nattily through the

mediation of Brazil..

As regards domestic politics, it should he noted that the position

Of Colonel BEMf was aaich stronger than might he supposed from outside.

>• . IQ' spite of many reports to the contrary, Australia

shora ao tendency to fall sway from the British Commonwealth. In

reply to confidential hints toward more favorable union with the DBA

Prime Minister CDHTIU and others explained to the t3SA that such a

uolon couM not he considered. Australia is desirous of a close

friendship with the DBA hut wishes to remain in the bosom of the

British Commonwealth.

6- Belgian; The telegrams -were principally concerned, with

the economic hardships and the political difficulties arising there-

from. The most burning questions in this connection were those of

fuel and, food. The Belgian Government attempted all possible ad-

vances. to the Allies in order to obtain and improvement in conditions.

The conclusion of custom agreements with France, Holland, and

Luxembourg brought sobs relief to Belgian economy. During the war

the sccntsaic contributions of the Belgian Congo to the Allied cause

was of great signifcanes
. The Belgians complained

, however, not

infrequently of the smuggling activity of the American generals,

particularly as regards whiskey. The transportation system of the

Belgian Congo was expanded. The saining of copper was also increased.

^ Although Brazil was a country under the authoritarian

rule. President 7AESAS managed to obtain for Brazil an important

place in the Allied camp. By 30 doing, however, he fell into a

certain amount of dependency upon the USA, which bsoame obvious

during the visit of Cordell HULL. At the time the two statesmen,

parted after a not particularly amieaM© discussion.
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Since that time the USA baa made efforts to effect a change in the

regime in Brazil.

On the other hand, Brazil has taken ever the unopposed direction

of the South American continent. This mba due in largo measure to

the akUl in negotiating of the former Brazilian Foreign Minister

AEOTEA. This role of leadership was particularly clear at the Conference

in Mexico. Here ARAKBA was able to have himself made the spokesman

for South America and to advocate a change in. the policy toward

Argentina.

ARAHHA retired at the beginning of the present year because

of disagreements with President YSEGAS on matters of domestic policy.

The intermediary role of Brazil was likewise of importance in

the border controversy between Peru and Ecuador.

8 . Bulgaria; Shortly after the mysterious death of King BORIS,

there were rumors in Sofia circles that BORIS had been refusing to

ffisrat the demands of HITEEB and for that reason had bsan put away

by the latter. Sirailtaaeously ,
the first opinions in regard to

withdrawal from the war cams to the surface. However, only with the

cabinet of BOSHHiOKF aid the change in Bulgarian foreign policy begin.

BOSHXLOFF had. the Anglo=Saxon frame i)f mind sounded out by hi3

confidential agents in Ankara. The Bulgarians were most severly threatened

by the Germane but, in spite of this, these discussions vrere continued.

Bulgarian scientists in particular were given the task of awakening

an understanding of the Bulgarian situation outside the country.

Discussions went on for months with the Soviet Union regarding

the banning of German ships from the harbor of Vorna, the complete

withdrawal of the Germans, and the opening of Russian consulates in

Verna, Plovdiv,, and Pleven. The Russian thrsat3 became constantly

greater and finally Bulgaria came to an agreement with Germanywhich

was that Gexean troops b@ disarmed. Like lightning from a olear sky.

thereupon came the Soviet Union°s declaration of war on Bulgaria.

3°
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Completely taken by surprise, the Bulgarians teasellately capitulated

on tile following day. In the beginning the country was occupied

by only a few Russians but the HETO immediately set up its office in

Sofia and got to work. During the ensuing weeks and months matters

of security became steadily worse. The Russian troops were vary .

much to blase for excesses.

The Communist Party was supported by every means and made

itself more and more the spokesman of the 'nation. The Party was

only a small minority in predominantly peasant country but by its

terrorizing and by the Russian bayonets standing behind it, it achieved

a decisive influence upon the Government. It was not long before it

became the so-called Fatherland Frontwhioh regulated the coming and

going of the State Ministers. At the beginning of this year, Bulgaria

concluded with Russia a commercial agreement which.according to the

Minister of CoiiEKrce, completely turned over Bulgarian domestic
' ' — ~*

economy to the Soviet Union.

The terror of expressing an opinion became steadily more acute.

Arrests end shootings followed in an entirely uncontrollable degree.

Bulgaria also had strong differences with Portugal, since

Portugal for a'lon.g time refused to agree to a new Bulgarian Ambassador,

thereby wishing to show that it did not reoogniz© as legal the new

conditions in Bulgaria. Supported by Russia, Bulgaria today believes

that she can again submit her old claims for access to the Aegean.

Bulgarian troops occupied Thrace and parts of Macedonia belonging to

Greece. The methods of administration there evoked the vigorous and

repeated protests of Greece. But. with the assurance of Russian help

in all these matters, Bulgaria has shown itself firm. Moreover,

relations with Greece have reaeked such a state that a small war

say fee said to exist between the two countries. Behind these two

countries are the Bilent but powerful protectors, the Soviet Union and

Great Britain, so that in the final analysis there is a clash of in-

terest in the Mediterranean.
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9. Canada : An extensive economic union with the USA has

shown itself in Canada. Whether this extends to the sphere of

politics as well could not he stated from the material on hand,

hut it may he suspected.

10. China : In the field of domestic politics a strong- re-

sistance to the authoritarian government of Marshal CHIAKG KAI-

SHEK has been observed . This resistance baa come from the most

varied aides. The wife of the Marshal has herself recently shown

that she is not in accord with him and has left China for a

sojourn of rest on a Brazilian island . The Kuoaingtang Tarty

ashed for an early convocation of the Kuoaingtang p which was then

convened in November 1945 . But particularly serious are the differ©,';*

cee with the Communist Army. A number of attempts at unification

under the mediation of the USA have consistently failed, and the

fighting has started again between the Communist troops and those

of the Govercmaet. The foreign policy is largely dependent upon the

relations of China to the USA and the Soviet Union , Relations

with the USA ware impaired for some time due to the personal

misuudaratand legs between CHIANS KAI*SHEK and General STILLUKhL.

At the demand of CHIAHS KAI-SHEK^ STHIAffiH, was recalled and was

replaced by General UEUEJMEER. But with the latter also there

?ss©e difficulties in thss beginning and BOOSOTLT threatened to

withdraw American assistance unless China took more interest in the

war against Japan rather than in domestic difficulties and personal

differences. After long discussions, agreement was finally reached

for the demarcation of functions. OEMS KAI-SHEK^ however, retired

still more from politics hy resigning from the presidency of the executive

Yunnan . USSR relations were marked by fear of civil war which had

been the fat© of the Mongolian People’s Republic, and of Manchuria.

Even thought the Soviets never openly acknowledged the Chinese

CcmsauniatSj, their sympathy for them was well known.
.
6n the occasion

3?
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os’ th© viBit to Mosocw of the head of the government of the Mongolian

People 6 a Republic , Marshal COIBOLSAH, the Chinese Government enjoined

its representatives abroad to stress the fact that this territory;

even though autonomous, belonged to the Chinese Empire.

Eolations with Great Britain and Prance were much improved

.

*

In the war against Japan, China suffered heavy losses in every

section.

The Chinese National Government its I?anting has never played

an independent rol© but was constantly dependent upon orders from

Tokio.

11. Denmark ; Diplomatic telegrams were not very numerous and

wore principally concerned with the resistance of the Danish patriots

There were details regarding acts of sabotage and actions against

tks Danish police. In the reports of the Free Danish representatives

the fear was frequently expressed that the Russians would be able to

establish bases on Danish territory. A connection between the Free

Danes and the Government in Copenhagen was not indicated in th©

. telegrams

.

12. Germany : The evaluation of decrypted telegrams was

insufficiently carried out by the German Foreign Office. Ho ease

of serviceable and useful ©valuation is known. Although the Foreign

Office was permeated with Rational Socialists, they did not know how

to draw the necessary conclusions from the in-coming information. As

th© reports on the German SeiGh latter became more and mors ominous,

they ctill lacked the insight to see that the war might be lost

for Germany. They would not, or could not, understand.

The reports of the various foreign representatives in Germany

stated th© situation fairly correctly. Matters of transportation

took up a great deal of the spate. Opinion in th© Wehrmaeht and

among the people was also reflected well, but in spits of this th©

heads of the Foreign Office were remarkably badly informed about the

V
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viewpoints of the GetraaDB . Most of the information dealt with the

repetition of rumors which then were not confirmed. Toward the end

of the war, reporting suffered as a result of the bag. condition of

communications and transportation. Conditions in the Balkans and in

France were well known in military groups. The Polish Intelligence

Service accomplished outstanding work in espionage or. the Gerraan

defense System arouna tha Atlantic Wall . All that is deserving of

mention concerning Germany was the prompt reaction to the rumors

concerning a coming revolt of Hungary from the Aria.

13. Finland ; The Germans were but little informed regarding

the efforts toward peace made by the Finns in the yesr 1943.

Decryptment of American telegrams regarding this was not successful

until February 194? • The Germans were ^ however* completely aware

of a similar step in the beginning of tha year 1944.

The various conversations in Stockholm between PASS3KIVI and

Mdm. HOLLCETAY were accurately known in Berlin. At that time,

however, the Eussian conditions still seemed unacceptable to the

Finns. After the break-through of the Mannerheia Line by the

Buaeians in June 1944, new negotiations were begun in Stockholm.

At the :sams moaent, KIBBEHTRGP journeyed to Helsinki and received

the promise that Finland would continue to fight if th© Germans

would send the necessary war material and two divisions. This

agreement was reached between EYTI and RXBTSiilBOP alons without any

consultation with the Finnish Parllioant. In the meanwhile the

Eussian offensive spread over and beyond Esthonia thereby cutting

off direct contact between Finland and Germany. The war material

which had already reached Helsinki was reloaded and sent baok to

Germany. Under ouch circumstances, Marshal MAEHEESBM determined

to start negotiations for an armistice . !o sooner did th® Germans

learn of this than they sent Field Marshal SEI1EL to Helsinki in

order to bring final pressure to bear upon th® Finns. Officially,
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KEITEL cams to present the Oak leaf to ho added to MAJHERHED9 0 s

Eitlerkreuz (Hitler Cress) hut actually he went to threaten the

Finns with the bombardment of Helsinki and the occupation of

Finland by the Germans. But MAKKEHEEIM refused to be persuaded

and referred to the uncompleted agreement with HXTI. A few days

afterward, MAHKEBESM assumed the Presidency. Soon after thie

the armistice negotiations with the USSR were brought to com-

pletion. Conditions, to be sure, were much harder than in Feb-

ruary 1944 and were felt by the majority of the Firms to be very

oppressive. As a result, the Hussions did not exert officially much

influence on the domestic politics of the Fines, but General

ZIHM07 understood how to press the Russian standpoint with force

and consistency. The Finns were anxious to permit the Allied

Journalists to enter Finland for the purpose of reporting on the

situation in Finland, but this was constantly prevented by the

Russians.

With regard to the conclusion of an armistice, there was

supposed to hare been also agreement between MAMEBHSB4 and Sing

MICHAEL of Roumanla, but this theory could not bo corroborated by

any reliable telegrams.

The breaking off of diplomatic relations with Finland on

the part of the USA beginning in June 1944 was received in

Finland with sorrow, as sympathy for the USA has always been very

great in Finland. Up to the very end the Finns hoped for USA media-

tion betfseen them ana the Soviet Union. For this reason their

disappointment over the loss of the support of the USA, although

this support was only moral, was great and contributed largely

to their guide acceptance of Russian conditions.

14.. France s Fiohy ; Here the opposition of the circle

around Marshal PETAI9 continued to show itself against German

measures. FETAIW resisted the German order that he take up

hie dwelling in Chateau Sambouillet and it was only after
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Ambassador ABETZ had threatened to have him brought there by force

ana interned' there that he gave in. Even then; after a short time

he feigned illness and returned to Vichy. German governmental

circles were exasperated with the "pigheaded old man" and a

possible replacement of PEEAIB by LAVAL or DiffiMD was seriously

considered. EEPAIH also refused the request of Krug v. EXDBAS

that he should deliver a speech against the Allies (with reference

to the invasion) and call upon the French for peace and order.

After the landing in the south of France, the Germans forced PETALS

to abandon Vichy. The evening before, PETALS held two conferences,

one with the Papal Bunoio and one with the Swiss Ambassador.

The Papal Wuncio reported that PETAH? made it clear to him that

he now considered himself a prisoner of the Germans and that his

official position as Chief of State should he regarded as having

been brought to a close. He expressed himself in a similar vein

to STUCK1
, the Swiss Ambassador'. On the following day he was

taken sway by the Germans.

Vichy no longer pursued any policy of its own during the

time of this report. Eolations with Japan were, if possible,

worse than those with Germany. Mention need only he made to the

sudden and complete occupation by the Japanese of all the important

points in Indo-China. Vichy exerted no influence on the course

of events. Bothing appeared in the reports from Franc© regarding

the activities of the other members of the Government, such

as LAVAL or H2SBI0T, etc. But ia ©very case the weakness of

““ °°’“”«— «*•«<* « «. a. to* «. 0-w.B
very seriously. After the invasion in southern France, it wee no

longer spoken of. EETAH? was greatly liked by all the represented
of foreign governments

.

The policy of Fighting France during the last years
was the policy of General DE GAULLE. The difficult character of
the general created problems in his policy. At the beginning
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of 3-9^9 the Hational Liberation Committee was in Algiers. She

opposition of the <3e Gaulliets and the Barlanists, which had not
;

entirely died down, was being transferred to GXRAUD. If Franee

wished for success, then her policy sni3t be completely independent

.

Thus General EE GAULLE . GIRAUD was more for mediations, for at

least a loose cooperation with Yiehy, Sueh opposition could not

be maintained long and
, aa a result, GIBAUD was put out and

disappeared from political life.

Fighting France had been developed from very small beginnings

.

It still needed the help of the Allied Powers for its arsiy and for

its economy . But the Allied Powers demanded corresponding returns.

This BE GAULLE held as incompatible with the honor of Franco. The

critical position of the national Liberation Committee is explained

by this dilemma.

In Franco the USSR sought to win a base in the west. The

growth of CoBBnusisiB in all countries appeared to justify this

design France was still unrecognised by any great power. The

USSR therefor® hastened to recognise France and sent to Algiers

B03CMXIOT as Ambassador. Franc© gladly accepted this develop-

ment of affairs and, indeed, went match farther, concluding as alli-

ance with the Soviet Union. But already in the negotiations of

X3E GAULLE in Moscow which were leadisag to the conclusion of the

alliance, objections® appeared ©n both sides. Fra»eo was not

willing to sell her Freeds® and sovereignty for the safes of aa

alliance. The alliance was almost not signed at all. BE GAULLE

V'
’’

and the Russian Foreign Ccaaaisaar loft cash other very coolly the

evening before the Journey. The Russians would not consider the

Frorseh point of view. In the Kiddle of the sight the Fremsh chief

of state s s»ak©s©d and the document was signed in the Kremlin.

Sittsa that time relations between tbs teo countries have not been

so cordial as they had bees a start feisse previously.
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France is still a Western nation, a nation of culture,

whoso mission must to fulfilled in tie West and in union with

the West.

Relations with Great Britain were also marred by many

Incidents. It was more than a struggle between m GAULLE and

CHURCHILL. CHURCHILL held' before EE GAULLE the assistance of Eng-

land, whereas BE GAULLE, although he actually spoke of gratitude

also talked of national honor and the fact that the re-establish-

ment of France couia not take place at tba cost of her possessions

or her national goods. And so he declined to give the Anglo-

Americans bases on Free French territory. Reeantly, relations

between the two great statesman have improved. CHURCHILL has

realized that any attempt to intimidate the iron mil of the

French general is useless.

Relations with the USA were for a long time marked by the

personal antipathy of ROOSEVELT toward BE GAULLE. ROOSEVELT

considered BE GAULLE a skilfully disguised dictator with no

backing and with the nature of an adventurer who was only out to

satisfy his personal ambition. France was given support, it is

true, hut at the same time as a result of this aid, efforts were

made to ao as mueh business as possible. The state of affairs was

somewhat improved by the visit of EE GAULLE to ROOSEVELT in the

summer of 1944. The two men cams closer &a human beings but

nevertheless their mistrust never disappeared entirely. France

had reason for this mistrust, as the policy of the U3A was not

entirely to her advantage. It web true the two Anglo-Saxon

powers had recognised in the meantime the Rational Liberation

Committee as the Provisional Government of French policy, but

the USA still wanted to pursue a policy of exploitation. For

this purpose, territories sailed by the French on both sides of

the Mediterranean were filled with American economic agents who

wanted to control all the reconstruction of France or in some
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way or other to mats a profit from Franca. As a matter of urgency,

the American Ambassador was ordered to manage and make possible the

entrance of American businessmen. The Americans had no confidence

in the French administration nor the French power. The French

were reproached with the fact that only by the help of the

Americans were they able to have their own state again at all,

that ail which the French Army possessed had cose from America,

etc. This low opinion which prevailed not only in the Whits

House but also among many members of Congress embittered the

relations of both countries. The opposition between EE GAULLE

and B00SE7ELT was again brought to the surface. In spite of all

the assurances, France had not been invited to the Conference at

Yalta. It is therefore understandable that HE GAULLE was incensed

.

The American President proposed a meeting with HE GAULLE in north

Africa on his return journey. The reply was that ROOSEVELT

would have to visit the head of the French Government in his own

capital and not that hs should hap® to travol to asst BOOSEFHKP.

The rcsotiKg therefor© did not take place

.

Frames also had difficulties in ths Hear Fast. The Govern

-

msants of Syria and Lebanon both demoded ths complete independecs®

which had been pronsiaed by Francs and England. Since Frame did

not now wish to withdraw her troops ,
fighting started is Parnassus

which was ended only by an English ultimatum. This was badly recalled

in Peris where it was said that the English had also left troops

in countries where independence had been promised. To increase

the gravity of the situation was added the action of the English

representative in Syria, General SPEAK. SPEAK was then recalled

from his post at the request of France.

The Maquis received their directions through the Eoll3h Intel-

ligence Service in London. These directions ware decrypted within

a few hours in OSH and vex’® known in almost every detail.
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Until the invasion they were largely communications with Grenoble

and Lyons f which functioned ae centers, There were in addition

co-fflffliiiieations to almost every part of Sia&ce. Espionage was

directed in particular against the defeases of the Atlantic Wall.

In this respect the Allied intelligence service was eminently suc-

cessful. The information was forwarded by radio to England.

Within the aam© hour they were known in Berlin. By planned sabotage

i.e.
r the delaying or falsifying of information, countermeasures

of che SS and the Gestapo (SD) were paralyzed.

firdece : in accordance with an agreement among the

Allied Powers., Greece belongs to the English sphere of influence.

As a result, Greek policy is naturally formed according to the

British.

The Bussian influence is nevertheless very strong,, as has

been shown in several instances. The mutiny of the Greek troops

ia Egypt, for -example, was instigated by the CaaffifeSiistg. It could

be put down only with, the halp of the British. This is also a

first indication that th® USSR has not completely waived her

clals to the Mediterranean. The subjection and capitulation of

Bulgaria raised new questions . Greece demandad restitution of

the damages caused by the Bulgarians and the expansion of Greek

territory. .The first question was answered evasively by the

Bulgarians; the second was flatly refused. The Bulgarians mode

it clear that their treops had to maintain order in Tbre.ce and

Macedonia, The Greek Government sent note after note to the

Allies aad sounded out Moscow but without atay special success.

Everything remained as before. Bulgaria knew that her claims to

the Aegean were supported by the USSR and acted accordingly. There

were also quarrels with the followers of th® Yugoslav Marshal,

TITO, In a resolution of Petritsch, the Macedonians declared

-

ing 5 the originai reP°rfe (M, Prance and
fence) ms been retained for the co&vmieace of thereads?, should eonpvrison with the original text be desired.
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thaselves aitoacaoaa and elected their own government, naturally,

Greace did not recognize it, since it had been formed under the

pressure of TITO. Isa northern Epirus there followed persecutions cf

the Greeks by 1ITO 5 e followers and thereupon an energetic protest by TITO

But the domestic politics of Greece soon became more impor-

tant than the differences in foreign politics. At the beginning

of December there was begun the battle of the SAM and their

fitting organization EXiAS against the Goyenment. The reason

glTea for it was the reactionary attitude of the Government

toward the Greek resistance movement. - There were general strikes,

an" assenfolying of ELAS in Athens, and street fights. The

Government was no longer in control. At this moment entered

the English. By using every effort, they were able to put down the

resistance. 0HDBCHIL1 case to Athens. A regency of BAMASEIKOS

and a government of PLASTIBAS was formed. Throughout the entire

fight, reports continued to appear which stated that BAM had

Bulgarian weapons and officers, that Bulgarians were actively

participating in the fighting, and that TITO had also sent men.

A few times there w®r© even reports that a Russian Military Mission

was attached to SAM. In any case, the T33SR outwardly at least

regained entirely neutral and did not once in her press take ®

stand in remaps to agents.

Is the spring of th© year 19^5, Greece was still pressing her

claim to the Dodecanese lelaais.

The question of the regency was arranged only after protreetad

discussions between King GEQEQE and DAMASKDfOS. It was agreed that

the matter should be determined later by plebiscite.

15- Great Britain ; Comparatively little was learned with

regard to British policies, as the telegrams of the British Foreign

Office could not be read

.
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England’s role in the last years of the war was that of a

mediator. CHD5CHXEL was obliged to be constantly travelling in

order to make peace sanearhor® or other and to preserve the unity

of the Allises.

Halations with the USSR can be briefly described : the wish

to cooperate with the Russians but mistrust of their imperialistic

designs.

The English were and are most vulnerable in the Mediterranean

.

For this reason they always reacted immediately to any attack

in this area.

The English policy regarding Italy consists in winning

the Italians as an ally. It was almost always England which

pleaded for mitigation or for a milder use of the armistice terms.

As (at that time; a Conservative Government,, England naturally

supported King EETER of Yugoslavia against his enemy, TITO. PETEB’s

representative was General Braja MICHAIL07ICE . But as TITO 9a partisans

becamo better known in the world and as England was aware that

Moscow stood behind TXT0_, she permitted MICHMXOVXGH,, but not Sins

PETE?., to fall. It was due especially to the personal interferes®®

of CEDECHILL that TITO esc! SHDBASHIC were finally united. According

to agresaent regarding the division of the sphere of influence, the

northern part of Yugoslavia was to come under the Hugsian influence

and the southern and Adriatic under the English, But as the English

saw that the Russians were not adhering to this arrangement, thoir

attitude becams firmer as was evident in the question of Trieste.

King GEORGS of Greece was also supported by England although

his fate will eventually be confided to a plebiscite.

The attitude of England toward Turkey andPoland will bo

discussed separately in the paragraphs on these countries.
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With regard to Germany, England was inclfeied to adopt a

more conciliatory attitude. In this case, it was the influancs of

church circles which Hade itself felt particularly.

The point of controversy with the United States was in the

economic viewpoint. The interpretation of the Lend Lease Laws lead

frequently to disagreements. England has also become somewhat depen-

dent tgon the enormous supplies of the USA and, in any case, ah©

must still give up her former position of creditor nation to the

United States. Strife was especially vigorous and protracted in

regard to oil.

fi2£ : Iran has been occupied by the Allies since 194l,

Ever since that time the Iranian Government has been asking for

the withdrawal of the Allied Forces, but these requests are

always refused because of the Russians. As long as the Russians

are in the country, the other powers cannot afford to leave. The

Russian troops do not conduct themselves as the representatives of

a friendly nation but act like conquerors. The power of the Iranian

Government in the Russian zone was absolutely 2erp. Every movement

for the overthrow of the Iranian Government has been supported by

Russia. It was the Russians in the autumn of lykh who called

out tha workers and Incited them in the workers® agitations. A

short time previously, th® Russian Deputy Foreign Commissar,

KAVTARAEZ2, had been in Teheran and had demanded from th© Iranian

Government the lease of the northern Iranian oil walla for the

Soviet Union. After some deliberation the Iranian Government took

the stand that Iran would not grant to anyone her oil concessions

for the duration of the war. Quite suddenly after this, workers®

demonstrations and tumults were begun under the well-wishing patronage

of the Russians. A campaign against the Iranian Government began

in th® Russian press.
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Matters were also lively in the border region near Turkey.

Agitation among the Kurds was renewed which could also b© con-

- firs&d as boing caused by Eussiaa influence. Due to an incident

of a religious nature, relations with Turkey were even more strained

tten they had been as a result of the Huseian troop concentration

at the Iranian-Turk!eh border. There hag been for some tisae in

Iran an American Advisory Ecouoaiic Mission under the direction

of Dr. MUISPAUGH. The latter's arrival was distasteful to the

Iranian authorities who asked and received his recall by the USA.

Jhe Klngdcsa ; Ever since the end of 1944 negotia-

tions have been carried on by the Italian Government for the long

desired agreements. At that time the Allies would not grant them.

t^Hepuijlic s Beports shewed th® complete depen-

dency of this Government upon Germany. In spite of the Fascist

Government, the Germane were able to do as they pleased in northern

Italy. The Japanese Ambassador in Salo sent detailed reports regarding

this. From October 1944 he was silent regarding the Fascist Government.

There continued to exist only a constantly changing ainistsy and

command, as no one any longer wished to bo at the head of the Govern-

ment and everyone triad to create an alibi for himself.

18. lagans The reporte from Tokio showed the domestic

policies and the military situation. -The foreign diplomats parti-
cularly bemoaned their poor accomodations and food in their emergency
Were. The rations ordered were seldom received. There war©
30 """H*8 603 n0 «• there« little contact, with the
Japanese Foreign Office, the latter hardly bothered with the

situation of the foreign diplomats.

Eolations, with the Soviet Union were correct but cool , Japan
«as anxious to maintain neutrality with Russia as long as possible
For this reason they agreed to .the Russian demands in the fishing

agreement and to the exploitation of the mineral resources on island
of Sakhalin*
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In the autumn of 19Vi they almost -rent to war with Portugal

over the island of Timor, which the Japanese were unwilling to

evacuate. In the spring of 19h5 incidents occurred on Macao

(murder of Japanese employees) which rendered conditions still

worse.

The feeling among the people became more and more that of war-

wearlnosa. Only a fanatical patriotism kept the people going.

The first signs of an anti-military tendency already showed them-

selves. The war in the Pacific and in China had resulted in end-

less losses. In 3pite of this, the Foreign Office continued to

send out new reports of Japanese victories over the Allies. The

evil spirit of Japan was OSHIMA, her Ambassador in Berlin,; who in

almost the final stags of the war reported to Tokio that new

weapons were about to be introduced and that the final victory

of Germany was imminent. The Japanese Ambassador in Ankara was

detailed to watch the Hear and Middle East, while the one in Stock,

holm was to observe the European Allies. Valuable reports were

sent to the Ambassador in Stockholm from 'tks Japanese General

Consulate in Dublin.

19. Yugoslavia ; The messages reflected the conflict between

King PETER and TITO. The consignment of northern Yugoslavia to

the Russian sphere of interest resulted in the stronger support

of TITO by the English. English military missions cam© to TITO

,

weapons wore supplied, etc,, but TITO carried out such a policy of

extermination against hie political enemies that the English

later somewhat withdrew themselves from his. In Yugoslavia reigned

unadulterated terror... Reporto from the difforont sissiona mention

hundreds of thousands being murdered by the Communists TIlO's
notorious hatred of the Serbs, tho resistance of the Croatian and

Serbian peasants to TITO, the attitude of MA&K and other south

Slav party loaders were also asntioned.
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Yugoslavia also laid claim to Greek Macedonia where flatters'

had already come to war on a small scale. TITO also wanted the

release of Yugoslav gold from the Allies and a part of the Italian

Navy 0 The second demand , however , was not granted. Through the

mediation of iilgland, TITO and SHUiiASHIC came to an agreement at

the neginning of 1945. TITD's cidmands were: for the time being

the King should not enter the country and must submit to a future

decision by the people; a Regency Council would be formed which

would take over the functions of the King; TITO would be the Min-

ister President and SHUBA3BIC the Foreign Minister. Such demands

were recieved very unwillingly by the Government- i but

England urged their acceptance.

20. Croatia : Although Croatia was also a vassal state of

Germany, there was still a great deal of resistance to be over-

come in this country. The leader. Ante PA'/CLlS, frequently s-.ovved

himself extremely deaf to German demands. For this reason,

during the period of this report, he woala no longer authorize

the use of Croatian troops outside the country. In October 1944

the Minister of fear VOKlK, -and- the Cofficander-in~Chiaf of the

Croatian Ai-j.y had to be removed, since the Germans had discovered

that, these two men had been preparing the defection of Croatia

from Germany to the Allies. The real leader of Croatia continued

to be Ma£.SK, the leader of th- Peasant Party. At that time he was

considered an enemy of TITO and through aim the Croatian people

hoped for freedom from HITLER as well as from TITO. In the country it

self there v.as great unrest. The partisans fought naany times :,n

the immediate vicinity of the capital. After the VCKIC affair,

th. Germans sent an SS General (bERGSR) to Croatia. Ha was to be

the contact man for the German Government s i.e., to forward the

orders from Berlin to PAVKLIC.
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Halations with Hungary were also not particularly good, since

countless questions of minorities and the Hungarian pressure for

an outlet in uhe Adriatic stood in the way of an agreement,,

21° Mexico : Mexico is the exponent of Moscow in the Western

hemisphere, i'he role played in Mexico City by the Kussian Ambas-

sador 0UMAN5KY can thus be understood. He transmitted the sug=

gestions from the USSn which would then be carried out by the

Mexican Government,, When one time (summer 1944) some of the news-

papers revealed this letter-carrying role of QUMANSKY, the whole

affair was ashed up by the Mexican Government and they begged

pardon of the Kussian diplomat for the attacks of unqualified

elements against the representative of the great and friendly

Soviet Union!,' In accordance with the wishes of CUMANGKY, the

proposal was made at the Conference . 'Ihtlexico ~City~~to "break off

the relations of Latxn America with Franco Spain and a similar

recommendation was introduced in the final agreement at Chapultepec.

The Mexican Foreign Minister, PADILLA, v.as a man of great

ability and had good power of organization. Ha alone, with the

exception of the Brazilian Foreign Minister, called together and

directed the whole conference,,

22. Norway : When the Bed Army marched into northern Norway
?

there was great fear among the Norwegians that the Kucsians would

be able to settle themselves there in order to obtain an ice-frss

passage to the Atlantic. The Norwegian Minister, LIS, is said to

have carried on negotiations on this account in Moscow, The

particulars of these negotiations have not been learned,

A number of reports were sent regarding the deportation of

Oslo students to Denmark and Germany. Other powers (Sweden,

Denmark, the Vatican) later interested themselves in the fate of

the students and professors alter which the majority were released

bv the Germans.
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23 • Austria ; The following was th® proposal of ROOSEVELT

a<‘ Yalta Confferenca for the rs-estsblisiaseat of Austria':

the boundaries of 1937 hut with tha German southern Tirol, free

harbor in; Trieste, economic unity or at least close commercial re-

lations with the areas on tha Danube.

; 2b. Poland s For a long time Poland was the child of grief

of the Allies, it began when Russia ennoiussed her elate to the

Curzon Line. The Polish Goremmoot refused this as being unrea-

lizable.. But STALIN stood firm on this and suggested for this

purpose a far-reaching extension of territory at the expense of

Gormany. The Poles were unwilling to listen to such a proposal

since it would have given thorn much too large a German minority

in their new state. In the summer of 1944 , CHURCHILL flew to

Moscow to settle this problem. He succeeded in having the rolish

Premier, MlKOLAJCalK, called to Moscow 0 There a note from the Soviet

Union with the Russian demands was given nim by VlSHBiSKl: the

demand for land to the Curzon line and the offer in exchange of

German territory up to the Oder and Neisse. UIKOLAJCZIK could not

coma to a decision along- and returned to London to obtain the

advice of his ministers. The Russian plan was there refused and

a counter proposal' worked out, "Text A." It ran largely as follows:

the Curzon Line, but with Lemberg and '/ilna remaining to Poland j
-

in tha west the old borders whith the inclusion of 3ast Prussia

and Danzig; a revival of the Government on a broader basis, in

accordance with Russian wish; co-operation of the Secret Home Army
with tire Bed Army. A reply of Moscow to this proposal is not known.

tha UoSR
, however, was constantly ESki»g new requests for the expansion

of the Government by an amalgamation of tha two Goversasents in London

and Lublin. Meanwhile the Warsaw uprising had broken out with the
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knowledge and wj.ll of the Red Army. However, it was unable to ad-

vance across the suburb Praga, and the Vistula. Allied planes were

supposed to bring weapons, food, and medicine and for this purpose

the Allies had to obtain permission from the Russians for their

squadrons to fly over the country. But they did not grant this

permission. The calls for help from IVarsav. became increasingly
urgent and despairing. Daily, MKOLAJCZXK promised the deputy

Prime Minister at home that on the following day the promised help

would coma, but it was not until 18 September that more than TOO

•Americana could drop their aid over beleaguered Warsaw. It was,

moreover, the only time. On the third of October the Polish Heme

Army was obliged to capitulate. The stubborieeas of the Russians

had prevented timely assistance. From London. at that time came

directions for the underground army maintained by her against

Germany and Russia. The war against Germany was supposed to con-

tinue undisturbed but preparations were auso to be made for an eventual

war against the expected Russian occupation forces . OLUCKI, the

leader of the Secret Army, v.as entrusted with this mission. In

any case, relations between Warsaw and, London were to be maintained.

The weapons were to be concealed and the army disbanded provisionally

down to the individual cadre. Co-operation with the Russians must not

lead to any disclosure of the organization.

The standpoint of CHURCHILL in the matter of the Polish borders

;

the Curzon Line, but with Vilna remaining to Poland, while Lemberg

should go to the Soviet Union; decision on the western borders

was to be left for the peace’%onferenee, iloreovar, MIKOIATCSK

was left in the lurch by CHURCHILL. For CHURCHILL, the question

hinged on not allov.ing Allied. unity in battle against Germany to

be broken. To this end he sacrificed Poland.

h9
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«OOSiStf,iLT took a similar standpoint except that he would keep

Lemberg for Poland and give Vilna to Russia.

Polish-Americ ans in the USA sought onee more to improve

relations vdth the USSR, a Polish Catholic priest was sent to

ioscow and he spoke with STALIN. But in the end this step was

also without success. After all their efforts had been frustrated,

the ixile Cabinet in London became quiet.

In the meantime Poland had become almost entirely occupied

by the Russians. The Government in Lublin exceroised its de facto

pover over a large section of Poland.

The Polish Intelligence Service was one of the best in the

Allied camp. There wore excellent connections to the Maquis 'in
* i

France. There were also very good observation posts in Istanbul

.and others in Teheran, Jerusalem, and South .America.

The Russian occupation in Poland made itself unpleasantly

noticeable. First of all, the large estates were divided.

Arrests became entirly - arbitrary and were .for the moat, part

carried out on a large scale. • Machinery was moved to the east.

The order for the expulsion of all Germans from Polish soil was

prepared. The joy at first experienced by Poland over the course

of the liberation was short-lived. On the wools, it could be -t

said that Russia has proved herself no ally of the Polish people.

25 . Portugal ; At the beginning of February talk was heard

of a union of generals and high government officials who had made

the democratisation of the country their duty. President CARMONA

was to be forced to bring an and to the dictatorship of SAlAZAFt

•

But these efforts were opposed to the use of physical force of any

type.

At the beginning of 1945 negotiations of a military type were

begun with the Allies regarding the eventual participation of Portugal

in the war against Japan. But entrance into the war continues, fc_o .be. 1

postponed.
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26. Rouraauia: Sven in the , beginning of the yea? 1944 efforts

for peace were in progs-ass in Roumanian circles. At first it

was Prince STIiBSf who was to probe into the conditions for an

armistice. ANTONiSCU was aware of this move of STIliHBT but did not

identify himself with it. He maintained that the time for a break .

from Germany had not yet come. Meanwhile, there had been a con-

ference of the former /ComraunistJ Party leaders. mMW and

BRATIANU were at the head of this. fhey forwarded a sort of ultimatum

to AHT0N1SCU for a break with Germany and offered their services

in the armistice negotiations. AHMBSCU still could not make up

his mind. Shortly before the beginning of the Russian offensive

against Roumanian AHU'ONiSSCU went again, to HlTLaK who reproached

him bitterly for the back-sliding of the Roumanians. AMONESCU

requested help, but this HITLER was unable to promise.. Shortly

afterward the overthrow of the Government of King MICHAEL occurred

which came as a complete surprise to the Germans. The truce with

the Soviet Union was the causa of various incidents. One result

“as ths tatcing &y<ay b? the Russians from the Roumanians who had

held them interned the greater part of the German - Embassy per-

sonnel and military representation. Contrary to agraeaant the

Russians also confiscated the Merchant Marine, Havy and Danubiaa

fleet. Roumania through the intercession of Turkey raised a

protest to the Western Allies. Tne imprisoned Germans were later

to b© taken to Odessa 0

tte Russian troops nsre subsequently equipped ia Soiuaania-

with Roumanian materiel. Ths occupation powers did not aiix offi-

cially in matters of domestic politics, but allowed thelrwishes

.to be mads known through the Communists. As this method showed

too little result, the Deputy Foreign Commissar, ViSHiNSKY, visited

Roumania and remained there for several weeks. Ha demanded a
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stronger representation of Communists in the Government ana pro-

poses a commercial aggreament with the USSB.

Ths olS problem of Siebenburgen has not- -bean settles flnrine

the past year, Even during the time of their common fighting on

the side of HITLER, there were many disagreements between Bucharest

and Budapest regarding the national minority of Transylvania,, The

Roumanians complained of disrespect of the most basic rights, such

as instruction in the Roumanian language, prohibition of Roumanian

preachers, etc, There were episodes in Klausenburg and Hermanns tacit

but these were able to be settled. In the armistice conditions

the USSR made it clear that it would recommend the return of Sie~
IS

benburgen to Tioumania,

27« Saudi Arabia: King IBM SAUD was very much impressed by

his conference with President ROOSEVELT (December 1943} 0 He had

the feeling that ROOSEVELT was really his I'big brother,," He found

great understanding in ROOSEVELT for Arab questions, .

One result of this conference was the granting of oil con-

cessions to USA companies in the Arab oil fields,

XBN SAUD placed himself on the side of the Arab League, par-

ticularly in regard to the question of Palestine and Syria, In a

personal message to President ROOSEVELT he stated his viewpoint

on the Palestinian question. He was hostile toward any Jewish

immigration. He desired the complete independence of Syria and

Lebanon as soon as possible,

28, Sweden : At the time of the invasion, there was in Sweden

a strong political trend wiiich supported a so-called political

action against the Germans in Norway, The idea was to come to the

assistance of the Norwegian patriots with a comparatively large

volunteer, corps, ihe plan was shattered by.'the Swedish Governmant

in order that neutrality might be maintained,,
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29 §H£S£2£i22£ : Switzerland joined with the Vatican at the

ecd of 19kb, tor the saving of the remaining Hungarian Jews, ffhe

S*ias Ambassador in Berlin sent reports regularly on the severe

destiuction caused by air attacks on the German capital. The

Sv,iSS representative in Xokio also sent similar reports. For the
rest, the S«68 ,ere chiefly dedicated to r epresenting the interests

o:f different countries and to the carrying out of humanitarian

arrangements and measures 0

30 „ Slovakia: influential circles and the nighest officers

of the Slovakian armed forces were involved in the great partisan

uprising of October 1944. The Slovaks had for a long time struggled

against the extermination of their Jews; and, when German pressure

became too strong, they sought at least to lessen the number of

sacrifices fay humanitarian arrangements. An absolute adherent of

Germany was the propaganda chief, SAN MACH, who was also HIML&'s

trusted agent,

. §2ZisLJl5ion: The foreign policy of the USSR consists

of two parts: (1) the widening of their own. position ;of power,

(2) security of this position at any prlae, These two principles

often, as it were, collide with ona another.

The Soviet Union proceeded against the small vassal states

of Germany by the system of "sugar plums and the whip," The texts

of the various armistice agreements are known. Outwardly they in-

dicate a certain degree of moderation, But in each one of them can

be found an article which .carries with it the possibility of much

more extensive demands. After a while the agreements and arrange-

ments, usually of an economic nature, are settled so that the economy

of the country involved is turned over completely to the Soviets,

Such agreements were concluded with Bulgaria, Roumania, Hungary,

Finland and Poland,
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For the security of its territory the Soviet Union will permit on

her borders only Governments who are inclined to be "friendly..."

Here may be cited the long negotiations which eventually led to the

formation of the new Polish Government. The Russians had some

objections to almost every on e of the ministers proposed. Finally

only the people for BGKNT and OSUBKA-NORAVSKl were left. GROZA

played the same role in Koumania, while in Bulagaria by far the

most important man is Georgi DiMITKOFF, In regard to Germany,

Russia will aim for a complete policy of extermination,,

It was the suggestion of the Russians that all Germans be

expelled from the eastern regions occupied by Russians and Poles.

Czechoslovakia in agreement with the Soviets is following the same

policy. A Russian People's Commissar (ttlKOIAN or M0L0T07) told

the Bulgarian Minister of Commerce that it was STALIN' s idea to

wipe out the Germans by every means available.. 'The struggle for

secure borders is the chief motive of Russian policy. Above all,

the USSR is trying to acquire bases. The desire for an open saa has

not died out. Russia presses its claims to the Dardanelles, to

ice-free harbors on the Arctic, the Baltic Sea, and the Pacific

Ocean. The Caucasian borders must be secured but most important

of all is a wide glacis in Europe. It is for this reason that Rus-

sia has forced Poland into German territory, and has thrust itself

xnto the Hungarian lowland by the annexation of the Garpatho.Ukraine.

Russia has its own vassals as did HITLER : Poland, Hungary, Roumania,

and Jugoslavia. At the Xalta Conference STALIN asked for the entire

Danube area, with the exception of Austria, as his zone of influence.

According to the statements of Russian officials, TiTO is only a

;oarahal of the Soviet Union. In all its dealings the Soviet Union

is filled with deep mistrust of the Western Allies. In Moscow they

have not forgotten the words which leading men once directed against, the USSR.
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This mistrust destroys to a great degree any basis for candid negotiations

on equal terms „ The Communist Parties in the various countries function as

outlying posts of the Soviet Union, The Party propaganda is adapted to

local conditions. It also takes on a nationalist tendency. An. example

of this is Palestine, Here the Communists are found on both aides.

Intensified Communistic propaganda is found particularly in Arab coun-

tries, This was expanded during the course of the last year to include

almost all of the colonial countries. It should be noticed in this

respect that, the Communists, in spite of the dissolution of the Coain-

tern still have their center, their spiritual and material center, in

Moscow,

32, Spain: As regards domestic politics, discussions have been

heard relating to the re-establishment of the monarchy. In the autumn

of 1944 there occurred on the Spanish-French border .& number of episodes

with the Republicans which almost led tothe breaking off of diplomatic

relations with France, The following of. the former Republican leader

does not appear tobs very large in Spain itself. The people do not

want aoy political changes. They want peace, order, work, and bread.

Since April ax:0 May of 1944 foreign politics have been under the

influence of England, Great Britain demanded the discontinuance of

tungsten' shipments to Germany and stronger control over German agents.

On 2 May an agreement in this regard was reached. But the allies still

frequently complain of the activity of German agents, especially in

Tangiere„ Halations with the South American countries have grown worse.

In these countries there is a tendency to break off relations with Spain,

The attitude to the USA is. formal and cool,

33,. South Africa : in South Africa there exists great opposition

between the old established residents and those who have recently im-

migrated, There was open dissension with India because of the immigration

laws. For this reason both countries boycotted each other over wide areas..
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34 “ After the occupation of Syria and Lebanon
by England and the Fighting French in 1941, complete independence was

guaranteed both these countries . There followed open conflict with France
which was unwilling to withdraw its Troupe^ Seeci^e. The reason advanced
was that these countries were not capable at that time of guaranteeing
fuli peace and order ^moreover, that English. troops were still in these
countries * Contributing to the poisoning of the atmosphere was the con.
duct of the British General, General SPEARS, particularly his much dis-
cussed speech on conditions in the Near East. Upon the demand of Fi-ance

ne was recalled* At the beginning of this year there were renewed

incidents caused by Syrian students* Conditions in Syria and Lebanon

are one of the principal reasons for a certain malaise in the relations
between Franco and Great Britain* In Syria also Communist propaganda

is directed against the mandate authorities, in this case France,
Tbe Syrians distrust ftance and believe that she might not keen her
promise. They regard her retention of ft™* troops in the county
as proof of this.

After the breakthrough of the Russians into the Hungarian lowlands

in the autumn of 1944, HOMffit determined once more to attempt a break

with the Germans* He sent out over the radio the proclamation announ-

cing an armistice with Russia. But the Putsch was badly prepared.

SS units in Budapest immediately seized the castle, the transmitter

and other important buildings* The Hungarian Crossed Arrows Society

C£IM.ilS£eu2l|r) arose and formed a new Government of Si&LASSI under

the protection of the Germans* Hungary had now become a real vassal

atate* But even the Government of S2ALASS1 could not halt the advance*

iS masin« in
The document continues on page 19M a discussion o7E

"
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HOnTHY v.as taken first to a castle in Austria and then to Bavaria.,

SdALASSI with his government fled first to Steinamenger and Odenburg,

later to Austria. The prompt entry of the Germans is explained in

both instances by the good work of the SS intelligence service in

Budapest;, but also to the cleverness of VSES3M3YER, later Ambassador

in Hungary, who was the expert in revolutions and their preparation.

37. The Vatican; Very little was learned of the political steps
1

_of the Vatican, since the Vatican had all its more important reports

brought in by courier.

It used its influence particularly for humane -warfare. Thus

it frequently interceded in the conduct of the war for one or an-

other noted prisoner, for the protection or sparing of cities valuable

for their cultural history such as Home, Florence, Pisa, Budapest,

etc. Together with other neutrals, it took steps in Budapest and

Pressburg for the saving of the remaining -Jews.

IflgJjnited States ; In world politics the USA has taken

the place formerly occupied by Great Britain. The United States

is striving ' o come out of this war without becoming general creditor.

It is for this reason that the USA ha3 secured everywhere its position

from the economic point of view. American economic missions can be

found in all parts of the world.

The war in Europe was not popular in America. For this reason

RC0SE73LT made every effort to end it as soon as possible and then

to fall upon the arch enemy, Japan. To achieve this end, H005EVELT

was prepared to make great sacrifices, as the example of Poland shows.

From the military po.ti&t of ^iew there was an extraordinaryly lavish

use of materiel, but this was eventually repaid by the fact that

victory was thereby the more speedily gained, HOQSEViSLT caste to

Yalta with a fixed plan. Above all things ha wanted to secure the

future peace of the world through the United Nations, The idea among

the Russians only called forth a steady unexpected resistance, par-
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tioularly in the question of vetoes,. Discussions lasting for
hours were necessary between STALIN and ROOSEVELT, which greatly

exhausted the President who was already suffering severely, in
order to .ova STALIN to accept . conciliatory solution^ These must
have been the dramatic moments at the lalta Conference, Another
point of ROOSEVELT- s program was the abolition of spheres of influence,
since he believed that in this way Europe would only be : divided into
various blocks which would be distrustful of each other and later
become warring nations. But ROOSEVELT was unsuccessful in this idea.
STALIN insisted upon a girdle of safety for the USSR and even

CHURCHILL did not support the American President, There were also -

long discussions as to whether to permit France to be on the Control

amission for Germany, Russia demanded a colossal amount of repara-
tions, The establishment of a Emanations Commission in Moscow was

decided upon, which should investigate all these matters. The Polish
question was sacrificed to the Russians, Still more than in Teheran
was there evidence of opposition among the Allies themselves. But
in America could be noticed an ever increasing criticism of the Soviet
Union, The original enthusiasm had died down and a strong disillu-
sionment has taken its place.

In regard to England, ROOSEVELT sought to secure himself by
the demand for bases. In this way he had a pawn in his hand which
inore than compensated Tor the probable non-payment of war debts,

'The United States also sought to secure itself in this manner with

France, But with the stubborn DS GAULLE' they did not succeed. At
the first allusions of this sort made by the Americans, DE GAULLE

pronounced Dakar a French main base of the first rank and made known

a huge building program for this port, I
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i.« *><—v. a» of„ „„ lte
’ “t“U” “ * M”M»1 «*»««. Ths „oWSra»
* " —- >» m*. « _
eW’°:“a ““ “* of f,„, „ulJ
a0t b® t0 ths of world econo^.

in the rest of the world, too, the influence of the Americans
has grown o Sepresentatives of the USA can be found as eoonofflic

agents, financial and political advisors,,

tt= effort for oooooMc „.rtd ^
objective e, A«rtc„ poU.,. Tboov* sl(J„Uc EUppUei

of tad I».ee, the .hole M-ldta. b.oo.e the debtor of the „„ited

• In addition to its economic tasks, America at the side of Great
Britain has likewise taken over the role of mediator. Today the USA
is called upon almost as often as Great Britain to act as mediator.

The secret of the atom bomb was kept in a masterful way. m
all Germany no one had the slightest suspicion of the advances in
atomic technology xn America,-, It was only known that the Americans
ivere slightly in advance of the, Germans, So far, as is known at the
present time, no mention of the atom bomb was made at the Yalta Con™
Terence

„

American policy is lacking somewhat the rigid lines of ingUsh
or Freuuo., policy and for this -very reason has bean more adaptable
to the purposes of the moment and thereby very changeable

Certainly at the present moment America is the first victor of
the second ?.orld War and the leading power of the world.
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Preface

Tho following information has been gleaned from the reports

-of diplomatic representatives of various governments in various

countries. Whenever possible, the source ana approximate date

have been added in connection with every significant report. The

majority of the information comes frtsa the period between January

19W and April 1945. These reports were all copied by the inter-

cept a-cations of the German Wehraacht , after which they were

decrypted by OEW/Chi in Berlin.

The United States ana Franca

The situation between these two powers has been largely

determined by the personal attitude of Prosidsnt ROOSEVELT to-

ward General BE GAULLE. For this reason, the facts given in

this report have already been altered since the personal policy

Of the deceased President no longer forms, as praviously, the

policy of the DBA. They are of use only to reach an understanding

of that epoch. ROOSEVELTS opinion of BE GAULLE was constantly

marked by deep suspicion. In BE GAULLE, BOOSEVELT saw a dictator

(Turk. Aab. in Wash. in a massage to hia Government, May kk)

.

This idea was given further support by the uncompromising attitude

of BE GAULLE with regard to the demands of the Allies and the

PFI. Further, ROOSEVELT feared a close union of femes with the

Soviet Union. Originally, DE GABLES was no more than a disturbing

element to the Americans in their Forth African policy. By taking

possession of Forth Africa, America hoped to acquire a definite

interest and permanent base there for itself (state Dept. -London,
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FeTs 44). For this reason the USA counted particularly, upon th©

support of EARLffl and later of GIRARD. The group around ROOSEVELT

already know at that time EE GAULLE would sharply oppose such de-

mands. It was only due to the pressure of England that EE GAULLE

was supported by the Americans. Added to this political antipathy

of ROOSEVELT was a purely personal dislike, which was only to a

small degree removed by the visit of BE GAULLE to ROOSEVELT in

July 1944 (Greek Minister in Wash. -Cairo, Aug 44).

The attitude of the USA can b© described in general as

follows:- Francs is a sinking nation. (Turk. Arab. Wash. -Auk,

,

Mar 44) . The weak rule of France in Africa should be succeeded

by an economic penetration of Africa with American capital . This

penetration had to be strengthened by the formation of USA bases

on the African continent; (Wash. -Cairo, Har-Oct 44). In order to

carry through fneir objectives, the USA employed the following

means; <.h© Liberation Committee in London, later Algiers, was not

to be recognised for as long as possible. In this manner the pres-

tige of France in the world and the authority of her dssestic

government would be weakened (Turk. Aab. in Wash. -Aak., Jan 44)

Recognition took place only after the Soviet Union had appointed

an official representative, BGCrOMlXOV, and together with England

had demanded the recognition. (Greek Arab, in Wash. -London! Turk.

Arab, in Mosecw-Ank., May 44). ROOSEVELT was thoroughly convinced

that the government of EE GAULLE was not supported by the will of

the French people. (State Dept. -Algiers, Sep 44). Another means

was the Eating of France dependent upon Lend Lease. By Lend Lease

the economy of France could be permanently controlled and ruled

.

France was to be brought around to preparation for American de-

mands by supplying her with the needs for her economic life (Turk.

Mb. in Wash. «Ank. , May 44). The reports of the American Trade
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Ceaaission for Horth Africa and the Coasmiasion for the Middle

East show the extraordinary interest which the USA has In north

Africa. By means of the economic wedge, efforts Trill he made

for the USA to secure her road to the Hear and Middle East where

the USA would like to obtain authoritative influence (Turk.

,

Greek, ana French Amb, in Wash. 44) . After the liberation of

France, France itself will also ho included in this plan. For

thiB reason, an order was issued to the Headquarters of, the

American forces in Franc© that entry permits he given to American

businessman, industrialists, etc., {State Dept. -Paris, Oct 44).

The non-admission of France to the various conferences formed

and continues to for® one of the main bases of the American

policy toward France. In the USA the idea of a dependent France

is systematically cultivated (Turk. Amb. in Wash. -Ank.
,
Feb 45).

As the Americans look at it, France should be a liberated and

not a unified nation {Stats Dept. -Athens, Mar 45). Actually,

the United States was afraid of the.-establishment of French

power and a strengthening of international prestige as a re-

sult of France* s taking part in such discussions {Turk. Arab,

in Wash. -Ank., Jan 45). At the same time, America is afraid

of co-cperation between France and: the Soviet Union in the inter-

national field. In the matter of bases, the State Department

attempted only veiled advances, generally in the form of press

articles and books or through various senators. The most vital

point for tbs USA was Dakar. The French countermeasure, namely

the defining of Dakar as:.'a French naval base, was very badly

r&ceived in the USA (Port, Minister in Wash.-Iisbon, Apr 45).

The Government of the USA believes the rebuilding of France to

b© impossible so long as the old parties and party leaders urge

on their system {State Dept, -Paris, Deo 44).
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Decomposition of the French Bstpir© tram within will not he

unwelcome. The reports of the American representative in France

regarding the unrest in Morocco are constantly against France.

In the Syrian questions, America wishes to remain more in

ths background where her influence there will he felt chiefly

through the Middle East Trade Commission.

Aa long as Vichy possessed control of north Africa, fa©

USA was represented there. Through this alliance the goal to

mate an economic annexation of Horth Africa was rendered easier.

The question of HOOSEVELT's visit to Paris after the Yalta

Conference became a difficult moment at tension in mutual re-

lations. Tu© refusal of BE GAULLE to meet the American President

in Algiers on his return to Washington was interpreted in the

worst possible light by 800SEVELT. He remarked to one of his

friends that hs would not visit a man whom the USA and England

had only recognized e. few months previously as head of a liberated

country
, especially since France was no more than a beggar among

nations (Greek Asab. in Wash. -Athena, Mai- 45}.

The conclusion of the treaty between France and the Soviet

Union in December 1944 was observed with grave suspicion in the

USA. The Secretary of State, SIETTjBIUS, instructed all foreign

representatives to discover whether any secret article might be

contained in this treaty (Wash. -to all, Dec. 44) .

Great Britaia-France

The attitude of Great Britain toward France ia a much more

positive one than that of the USA. HE GAULLE as a person is not

greatly liked in England but hs ie highly respected (Greek Affib.

in London-Cairo, Mar 44) . England has no interest whatsoever in

the French Empire (Turk. Amb. in London-Ank., May 44). In the

diplomatic field there io but one point of dispute between London
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ana Faria and that is the Wear East, Syria, and Lebanon. Englana

in this case is concerned with fulfilling her promise vto the ia»

habitants of the two mandates. By so doing, the safety of her

roads of communication to Mossul and India trill be assured. (Turh.

Aab. in London-Ank . g Feb 45) . The British Foreign Office noti-

fied its representatives in Beirut and Damascus to be extremely

considerate of all the patriotic feelings of the French people

and to assist the French to accomplish their departure and re-

moval of troops following, the recognition of independence. The

complaints of General SFEAB against the policy of the French man-

date were not sanctioned by the Foreign Office {Greet Abb. in

London-Athens, Feb 45,- Foreign Offioe-Hicesi -(Cyprus)
, Feb 45).

England Trill, however, insist unconditionally upon the total- in-

dependence, of both the Levantine Governments (Turk. Asb. in

London-Ank.
, Dec 44).

Soviet Union-Francs

The Soviet Union regards France as a valuable ally (Fishinslci

to the Bulgarian rep. , Mar 45). The Soviet Union ie trying in

every way to increase her influence in Francs (Turk. Asb. in

Mosecw-Ank.
, Mar 44) , In order to win the confidence of France,

the Soviet Union has as far as possible steadily supported the

demands of France. A significant advance was the recognition

of France by the Soviet Union and particularly the renewing of

diplomatic relations. The French Communists were ordered by

Moscow to support DE GAULLE (Bulg. Arab. in Moacow-Sofia, cun 44)..

One objective of the Soviet Union is to have in France an ally

in the Mediterranean (Greek Arab. la Moscow^Calro, Hot? 44)

.

nevertheless ‘the penetration of France by the Oozsmnistic

ideology has not been forgotten (Folieh rep. in Istanbul-

London, Jul 44) , In the Levantine countries increasing Eassiaa
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propaganda ia noticeable, (Polish rep, in Jerusalem--Lond on, Jun-Dec

44).

Germany-Franoe

The three Great Powers are all ia agreement that Prance should

bs given only the smallest possible sphere of influence and occupa-

tion in Germany. France had too small a part in the war to be

allowed to play an important role in Germany (BOOSSPELT's thesis

at the Yalta Conference) . The creation ofaa Shine or Ruhr Government

as demanded by France is especially opposed by the USA. France

would thereby obtaiD great control of the German economic potential.

Great. Britain also expressed itaelf at Yalta as opposed to this

plan. On the other hand, France should receive far-reaching con-

cessions in the form of German materiel for covering the costs

of reconstruction. Shis would also relieve both the USA and

Great Britain (Turk. Arab, in London-Ank.
, Mar 45) ,
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